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Opportunity for a Change: Mission Command and the Drawdown

The Army’s ultimate effectiveness, contribution, and value to the national defense are determined by how well mission command enables operational units to prepare and execute assigned missions.

—General Raymond Odierno

With the publication of Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 6-0 in May 2012, the United States Army released its most current version of mission command as its capstone doctrine for commanding and leading Army formations. Additionally, in April 2012, just prior to the official release of ADRP 6-0, General Martin Dempsey, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, issued a Mission Command White Paper, identifying mission command as a critical component of Joint Force 2020.

While the concept and thought behind the philosophy of mission command are sound, there are significant obstacles that will likely hinder the implementation of mission command as intended by the Army senior leadership. This paper examines these potential obstacles through the lenses of organizational culture and change. Though mission command applies universally across the tactical, operational, and strategic domains, the potential failure to implement mission command across the force is a strategic level issue for the Army because the anticipated future operating environment will require empowering leaders, at all levels, to adapt to rapidly changing 21st Century situations and exploit fleeting opportunities. Successful implementation of mission command will only occur when a majority of senior leaders both embrace and overtly participate in embedding the culture of mission command across the Army.

The environment over the next few years presents the Army with a tremendous opportunity to implement a culture of mission command. Many of the necessary
conditions are in place: senior leader endorsement of the mission command doctrine and culture; sound mission command doctrine that has proven to be effective in combat; the drawdown, providing the Army an opportunity to rid itself of many of those leaders who either oppose or are not capable of leading by mission command; a lower operations tempo, providing leaders the opportunity to mentor and counsel on how to lead by mission command; finally, the Army possesses a rather large cohort of junior leaders who know, are comfortable with, and expect mission command. This is the only time in the Army’s history that all of these conditions have existed concurrently, providing the Army with a window of opportunity to achieve its desired cultural change and implementation of mission command.

The successful implementation of mission command is a strategic level issue for the Army because the missions of the U.S. Armed Forces in the 21st Century will require disciplined initiative at the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of war. “As the Army changes to meet its evolving requirements, it must continue to embrace its key characteristics of adaptability, flexibility, responsiveness, and depth along with the experience of operating among populations across a variety of missions and activities.”

Adaptability within the force is a combat multiplier, enabling Army leaders at all levels to operate effectively within the human dimension on the land domain. Mission command provides the necessary leadership foundation on which to build strategic landpower, thus, providing the President, Secretary of Defense, and combatant commanders with relevant, flexible strategic landpower options.

Mission Command Description

The Army’s version of mission command traces its origin to the Prussian/German concept of Auftragstaktik, which encourages initiative at all levels of command. Further,
Auftragstaktik is not simply a technique for issuing command, but it is also a style of leadership. Prussian officers lived a lifestyle of Auftragstaktik, emphasizing aggressiveness and subordinate freedom of action to the point of near disobedience. Significant Auftragstaktik conceptual tenets include: the chaotic nature of the Clausewitzian battlefield—chance, friction, and uncertainty—is inherent in war; while technology can improve communications and information processing, it lacks a human capacity for creativity and instant judgment; and subordinates’ motivation and commitment are strengthened by active participation and responsibility.

ADRP 6-0 defines mission command as "the exercise of authority and direction by the commander using mission orders to enable disciplined initiative within the commander's intent to empower agile and adaptive leaders in the conduct of unified land operations." Mission command was presented as an organizational solution intended to minimize the effects of friction and facilitating the pursuit of organizational objectives. Military operations "are contests of wills characterized by continuous and mutual adaptation by all participants." Mission command provides leaders the means to operate at the speed of the problem by increasing agility, effectiveness, and synergy among subordinate elements. This synergy is the result of the cohesive effects of mission command, creating and sustaining unit confidence—a combat multiplier at every level of war.

Fundamentally, mission command is a philosophy of empowerment, as the nature of unified land operations "requires both responsibility and decision-making at the point of action." Empowering subordinates is one of the most forceful expressions of trust, and it is also one of the best ways to develop leaders.
leaders requires senior leaders to relinquish control and accept prudent levels of risk, resulting in increased subordinate freedom of action and initiative. Perhaps most significantly, empowerment provides subordinates the latitude to accomplish missions in a manner that they determine to best fit the situation.¹⁶

U.S. Army Mission Command Strategy

The publication of the Army Mission Command Strategy (AMCS) reaffirms the importance of successful mission command implementation for the Army. While the strategy does provide broad guidance for mission command implementation, it inadequately addresses both the current context and potential reasons why the Army might experience frustration in implementing mission command. In describing the need for a mission command strategy, the AMCS states, “The Army has not fully implemented mission command because there is not a uniform understanding of mission command doctrine across the Army.”¹⁷ While that is almost certainly true, it is also incomplete and fails to acknowledge differences in personal experiences and culture, which may also explain why the Army has not fully implemented mission command.

In the forward to the AMCS, General Odierno states, “Mission command is an intellectual and cultural shift for the Army that must be driven through education and training to yield the desired mission command outcomes.”¹⁸ However, the AMCS does not further describe the existing culture from which the Army must shift. By failing to overtly account for any specific organizational cultural dynamics, the AMCS essentially implies that the most significant impediment to implementing mission command is a lack of understanding. Again, while this may be true in part, this paper will argue that
dynamics within the Army’s organizational culture also impede the implementation of mission command.

Fundamentally, the Army’s goal for mission command implementation results in a paradox: the desire for organizations to be adaptable and flexible, yet also stable and controlled. This paradox is evident in many types of organizations, but it is particularly pronounced in a large, hierarchical organization such as the Army. In the context-free management literature, Quinn describes this paradox within the context of his competing values framework because the criteria seem to carry a conflictive message. Leaders must be willing to accept risk and trust subordinates' intuition. Conversely, at the appropriate time, leaders must be able to leave behind intuition, initiative, and decentralization and move toward control, constancy, and centralization. These oppositions simultaneously exist in the realm of organizational leadership. Ultimately, according to Quinn, the mastery of leadership and organizational management hinges on the ability to continuously adjust along the continuum between control and flexibility.¹⁹

Historical Context: The Foundation of Army Culture

Organizational culture refers to "the taken-for granted values, underlying assumptions, expectations, collective memories, and definitions present in an organization."²⁰ Former IBM chief executive officer, Louis Gerstner, posits that "culture isn't just one aspect of the game--it is the game."²¹ He added, "Successful institutions almost always develop strong cultures that reinforce those elements that make the institution great."²² An organization's culture reflects the environment or context from which it emerged. When the environment changes, the culture can be an enormous impediment to the organization's ability to adapt to the appropriate context.²³
The recent history of the United States Army does not demonstrate a culture of mission command and trust in the aggregate. Due to the size of the mobilized Army during World War II, Army leadership emphasized many popular business management practices of efficiency and organization, favoring centralized control over individual judgment. The Army’s success in World War II cemented these behaviors in the organizational culture, just as Gerstner describes. These characteristics of what some call the American Way of War heavily influenced the Army’s culture, through the Vietnam War and the Cold War.

Post-Vietnam

The practice of corporate managerial processes driving military operations reached epidemic proportions during the Vietnam War. Initiatives, by then Secretary of Defense McNamara, emphasized corporate quantitative and statistical analysis over the human dimension. As a result, senior leaders developed an insatiable appetite for data, requiring subordinates to invest lengthy periods of time to prepare and execute missions. The Army’s ability to keep pace with the less sophisticated but highly effective enemy guerrilla forces was severely impaired. Centralization and a managerial style of command were fostered by an increased dependency on firepower, an asset easily quantified. This command approach sought to efficiently manage vastly superior American resources in order to exhaust the resource-challenged enemy. Instead, the enemy chose a strategy of irregular warfare that marginalized the American way of war.

The Study on Military Professionalism, commissioned by then-Chief of Staff General William Westmoreland, yielded some disturbing findings present in the Army officer corps as it was concluding operations in Vietnam. Junior officers described a
command environment that demanded progress quantification, efficiency, effective allocation of scarce resources, and the withholding of decisions at the highest possible level. They were particularly frustrated with a perceived “zero defects” mentality, which they described as pervasive throughout the Army. The environment, in turn, stifled initiative and innovation, because it demanded perfection or the façade of perfection at every turn.

Throughout its rebuilding period of the post-Vietnam 1970s, the Army focused almost exclusively on defeating the Soviet Union on the plains of Central Europe. This significantly influenced the culture and environment for over two decades. The Army neglected many of the lessons learned of fighting a counterinsurgency and its accompanying ambiguity, and chose to focus on the very structured problem of combating waves of Soviet tanks and infantry. This environment produced a generation of officers who tended to be tactically adept, but particularly uncomfortable with vague situations, foreign cultures, inadequate information, and ill-defined goals.

Post-Cold War

The period following Operation Desert Storm and the end of the Cold War was a particularly difficult era for mission command. The drawdown, beginning in the early 1990s, coupled with an Army trying desperately to find a focus, created an unhealthy environment that was, in many ways, incompatible with a mission command culture. Though the social, economic, and political context was different than the post-Vietnam drawdown, many characteristics of the prevailing Army culture were strikingly similar to the post-Vietnam Army.

The Army Training and Leader Development Panel (ATLDP) Officer Study, commissioned by the Chief of the Staff in 2001, identified significant dissonance
between Army beliefs and practices, as well as a corresponding loss of faith in senior leaders. Junior leaders stated that many senior leaders were focused on their own careers and failed to promote cohesion and trust in their organizations. Many junior officers reported an increasing, unhealthy environment of competition and careerism. This increased competition undermined cooperation among officers, as officers focused inward, afraid of giving any advantage to their peers.

The ATLD report flatly stated that micromanagement had become part of the Army culture. Commanders and leaders became consumed with not failing, and, predictably, micro-managed their organizations which stifled initiative in the process. Subordinates were not allowed opportunities to make mistakes in this "zero defects" command atmosphere. Junior leaders were essentially afforded the uninspiring choices of either playing along by being overly cautious or leaving the Army. Many junior officers opted for the latter, citing poor leadership by senior commanders who cared more about their careers than their soldiers or the Army. They simply lost confidence in the institution.

The aforementioned history of the U.S. Army is not rife with examples of trust and risk tolerance on a grand scale. In fact, current senior Army leaders, defined here as lieutenant colonels (LTC) and above, were commissioned and developed as leaders in an Army that did not consistently demonstrate that it valued what is now known as mission command. “The unique nature of a military society means that junior officers have no real, a priori sense of that culture until they are exposed to the beliefs and behavior patterns of the generations of officers senior to them.” Current senior leaders grew up in a culture that valued more centralized control, risk aversion, and strict
processes. This was the culture that emerged from World War II, Vietnam, and the Cold War. Arguably, it remains the culture of some of our senior leaders today.

**Decentralized Operations in Afghanistan and Iraq**

A notable exception to the, arguably, troubled history of mission command implementation by the U.S. Army is found in the last 12 years of combat operations in both Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan and in post-invasion Operation Iraqi Freedom. As traditional offensive operations gave way to counter insurgency and stability operations, the Army was forced to either adapt or lose the wars. As a result, a mission command atmosphere generally flourished in both theaters. Senior leaders gave junior leaders their intent, necessary resources, and the freedom to exercise initiative to solve some incredibly complex problems.

Current mission command doctrine is essentially a codification of the last decade or so of conflict, largely consisting of counterinsurgency, wide area security, and stability operations. An entire generation or so of Army leaders has grown up in the environment of mission command. Army officers, up to and including the rank of major, have generally only known an environment in which leaders are encouraged to exercise disciplined initiative to achieve the commander's intent. By virtue of experience, junior leaders have a culture - and an expectation - of mission command.

**Why the Future Operating Environment Demands Mission Command**

War and nature will likely remain entrenched in the realm of uncertainty, due to the interface between the adversary, incomplete or poor information, information overload, and other environmental considerations. This environment is characterized by economic and political instability and a convergence of people and technologies that increase the rate of environmental change. The future operating environment will
require the Army to provide leaders who possess a wide array of competencies and who are proficient in conducting operations within a broad range of military, political, and social contexts. At the strategic and operational levels in particular, the interconnected nature of future operations will require continuous interaction with a significant number of unified action partners. Creating and maintaining trust with these disparate partners is difficult and will likely demand significant time from both commanders and their staffs. As a result, senior level commanders will not have as much time available, as compared to previous eras, to control and guide subordinates. Accordingly, embedding the concept of mission command and the importance of shared understanding, intent, and guidance will likely be of increased importance.

U.S. national security and fiscal policy decisions will dramatically impact the future operating environment of the Army. General Robert Cone, former commander of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, identified the potential impact of the post-conflict political reality on the Army’s junior leaders. “Fiscal austerity and a smaller force could define the next decade for a generation of younger leaders if we let them.” Junior leaders will require senior leader mentorship to reconcile the dissonance between their experiences in fully resourced periods and the expected future characterized by significant resource constraints.

Organizational Cultural and Change

Since the Army has identified the implementation of mission command as necessitating a cultural change, it is useful to examine the theory behind cultural understanding and why successful change might be difficult to achieve. Organizational culture scholar Edgar Schein argues, “Culture matters because it is a powerful, latent,
and often unconscious set of forces that determine both our individual and collective behavior, ways of perceiving, thought patterns, and values." Organizational culture is significant, because culture informs strategy, goals, and modes of operating. Further, organizational culture is significant because the values and thought patterns of leaders are partially determined by their own cultural backgrounds and shared experiences. In short, culture’s impact is experienced across the breadth and depth of an organization.

**Application to the Army**

The Army finds itself at a critical intersection and interaction of two disparate generational experiences and expectations of mission command. As previously mentioned, there is a generational difference between the senior leadership and junior officer corps in their respective cultural views of mission command. Interestingly though, some of the most senior leaders of the Army (and Joint Force) are some of the most vocal supporters of mission command. Despite efforts to the contrary, however, Gerras, Wong, and Allen found that there is a disconnect between the stated goal to have an adaptive, learning force to deal with the current operating environment and the creation of the requisite culture to enable this adaption. The adoption of new mission doctrine, with passionate endorsements from senior leaders, will not alone suffice to transform the entire Army culture.

The current, and anticipated near term environment, exacerbates the generational clash of mission command cultures. As discussed earlier, history suggests there is potential for a return to a more centralized command atmosphere, as the Army transitions from large-scale conflicts to a less-focused environment. The Army is entering a period of reduced end strength and reduced resources. Garrison operations,
tight fiscal constraints, and decreasing opportunities for promotion could bias leaders towards centralization in an effort to gain efficiencies.\textsuperscript{49}

Moreover, the Army's power distance--"the degree to which members of an organization expect power to be distributed equally"--is quite high, as it is in most military organizations.\textsuperscript{50} The culture handed down from previous generations, coupled with the personal early career experiences of some of our senior leaders, has reinforced high power distance. Despite ample evidence that the environment will only continue to be more complex, diverse, and changing, many Cold War legacy processes and attitudes remain extant in the Army today.\textsuperscript{51}

The Army is returning to a garrison footing for the first time in over a decade. Officers in the rank of major and below, by and large, have not experienced the garrison and train-for-the-sake-of-training and preparedness--Army for any length of time. Increasingly competitive promotion and selection boards will be the norm. The Army’s young officers, since the late 1990s, have had an operational focus, be it Iraq or Afghanistan. Overall, young officers, freed from the many bureaucratic constraints commonly found at home station, have adapted and performed admirably in combat. Historically, this same bureaucracy has driven many bright young officers from the military.\textsuperscript{52} It remains to be seen how the Army's young leaders will react to this largely unfamiliar environment.

Conversely, the prospective future environment looks at least somewhat familiar to the Army’s senior leaders. Most of them were serving during times of reduction in force boards and other measures designed to reduce Army end strength after the Cold
War. They, therefore, have some experience in dealing with very limited resources. They were part of the early 1990s Army that struggled to find a focus and relevancy.

**Cultural Change Challenges**

Changing the culture of an organization is an extremely difficult endeavor. According to Schein, “Culture is deep, extensive, and stable.” If a leader does not manage culture, Schein found, then it (culture) will manage the leader, and he or she may not even be aware of the extent to which this is happening. Schein argues that culture is difficult to change, because it represents the accumulated learning of a group. More specifically, it is the manner of thinking, feeling, and perceiving the world that made that group successful. Effective cultural change requires a deliberate, consistent effort over an extended period of time.

In his research on organizational change, Kotter posits that it takes three to ten years to change the culture of an entire organization. He also found eight common errors that companies make in the pursuit of organizational change. Three of these errors are evident in the Army's attempt to fully implement mission command doctrine: allowing too much complacency, failure to create a sufficiently powerful guiding coalition, and neglecting to anchor changes firmly in the corporate culture. In order for this cultural change to transpire, and to negate the effects of these errors, Army senior leaders must be open, direct, and consistent in their actions.

The Army must overtly demonstrate a commitment to the guiding principles of mission command, and senior leaders must ensure that their observable actions are consistent with the Army's espoused mission command principles. Accordingly, Army leadership should utilize Schein's six primary embedding mechanisms - four of which are paramount and will be analyzed here: what leaders pay attention to, measure, and
control on a regular basis; deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching; observed
criteria by which leaders allocate rewards and status; and observed criteria by which
leaders recruit, select, promote, retire, and ex-communicate (dismiss) organizational
members.⁵⁸

Embedding Mechanism Analysis and Recommendations

Schein’s embedding mechanisms are the major levers available to leaders in
order to alter how their organizations perceive, think, and behave. While they are
presented sequentially here, they actually operate simultaneously across the
organization. These mechanisms all interact with and reinforce each other, but only if
the leaders' observed values are consistent.⁵⁹

What Leaders Pay Attention to, Measure, and Control on a Regular Basis

First, Schein offers that what leaders pay attention to clearly demonstrates their
priorities, goals, and assumptions. It is the consistency of the leader’s attention that is
most important, not the intensity.⁶⁰ If mission command is important for the Army, then
every leader should be paying close attention to ensure their respective part of the Army
is operating in accordance with a mission command philosophy under the six guiding
principles. If senior leaders’ patterns of attention towards mission command are weak or
inconsistent, subordinates will decide for themselves what is really important.⁶¹ Paying
attention to, and focusing on, mission command should enable a guiding coalition of
like-minded supporters and practitioners of mission command to gain necessary
momentum to overcome institutional inertia.

In addition, leaders must ensure that mission command is practiced in as many
settings as is appropriate, as there are situations, such as an emergency, where
mission command may not be appropriate. If leaders only partially employ mission
command in certain contexts, then it will never permeate the leadership culture of the Army. Unless deliberate steps are taken to apply the mission command philosophy in everyday activities, there will be significant risk to achieving full mission command implementation. For example, junior leaders, many of whom have experienced mission command in combat, need to experience mission command in the execution of the more mundane garrison duties.

**Deliberate Role Modeling, Teaching, and Coaching**

Second, some of the Army’s senior leaders (those previously mentioned LTCs and above) may not have experienced mission command. Moreover, based on the leadership example of their senior leader predecessors, they may not view mission command as the proverbial path to success. These leaders will require some deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching by superiors. This effort does not have to be exclusively in a formal setting. In fact, Schein argues, "The informal messages are more powerful teaching and coaching mechanisms." This deliberate effort to role model and demonstrate mission command will help address Kotter’s observation that organizations fail because of their inability to anchor changes firmly in the culture. Senior leaders’ visible behavior has remarkable value for communicating assumptions and values to other members, especially new organizational members. Consistent role modeling and providing consistent, positive mission command examples will significantly assist in anchoring mission command across all levels of the Army.

The practice of senior leaders providing positive examples of mission command is essential, as organizational climates and cultures are greatly influenced--for better or worse – by the values, intuitions, and behaviors of the senior leadership of the organization. Despite the long enunciated idea, from many Army senior leaders, that
disagreement does not equal disloyalty, many subordinates are hesitant to challenge their superiors. Healthy dialogue must be role modeled and facilitated by the senior leadership in every organization. Leaders, who encourage and participate in discourse with subordinates, create an environment built on mutual trust--an essential component of a mission command culture.

While the Army has been at the forefront of the Department of Defense’s adoption of the mission command philosophy, it is useful to consider the other services’ ideas for implementing mission command. Specifically, the Marine Corps asserts the new senior leadership traits of trust, moral courage, and restraint. These traits, which complement existing, classic leadership traits and principles, are “designed to promote those qualities of character in senior leaders that enable initiative, innovation, and a bias for action to thrive among subordinates.” Leaders must both demonstrate the moral courage and exercise the restraint that encourages their subordinates to take acceptable risk, make mistakes, and develop their decision making skills. These qualities must be demonstrated in both garrison and combat, in peace and war.

**How Leaders Allocate Rewards and Status**

Third, it is important that the Army overtly reward those leaders that embrace and propagate mission command. Organizations get the behavior they reward; therefore, organizations that wish to both perform well and effectively realize change must utilize reward systems that emphasize both performance and change implementation. Unfortunately, many organizations fail to properly reward their members, thereby emphasizing behavior inconsistent with organizational goals. Organizations tend to reward stability over change, seniority over performance, and job scope over development.
While there are certainly a number of factors that go into determining whether to reward a member of the Army (e.g., physical fitness level, overall performance of duty, attitude, etc.), making successful application of mission command one of those criteria would show that the Army is serious about this culture change. Schein posits that leaders can quickly reinforce their priorities, values, and assumptions by consistently linking rewards to the desired behavior. Schein further argues that while leader behavior sends a strong message to subordinates, it is judged over time by whether the important rewards are allocated consistently with the desired behavior. Again, it is critical that Army senior leaders remain consistent in rewarding those positive mission command examples across the force.

Impact awards, such as the Army Achievement Medal or the Army Commendation Medal, are suitable for recognizing outstanding performances of duty, but they become less significant as the recipients increase in seniority. Accordingly, the Army should consider awarding an additional skill identifier (ASI) for those officers that demonstrate excellence in the training and application of mission command. This would aid the Army in building a body of expertise and the capability to recall it when needed. Identified mission command experts would be useful at all levels. At the strategic level, mission command experts would advise Army senior leaders on policy decisions that involved mission command. At the operational and tactical level, those identified experts could, at a minimum, advise and assist senior commanders in the implementation of mission command across their formations. Without question, all commanders and leaders are responsible for mission command. However, the introduction of an ASI for mission command excellence, both rewards those leaders who exemplify the tenets of
mission command, as well as provide a readily identifiable body of experts to assist the senior leadership of the Army.

**How Leaders Recruit, Select, Promote, and Excommunicate**

A final recommendation is for the Army to deliberately apply the philosophy of mission command as observed criteria for recruitment, selection, promotion, retirement, and excommunication. While, these criteria should be applied across all levels of command, a noticeable focus should be applied to those mid and senior level leaders who may not embrace mission command as the accepted method of command and leadership. Schein posits that an organization's processes for promoting, retiring, and firing (relieving) serve as some of the strongest cultural embedding mechanisms.\

Selection and promotion boards are important power levers for changing or maintaining culture. Army officer personnel management systems have been reviewed and even altered, to some degree, in recent years. However, these efforts to date have not forced the degree of cultural change needed to appreciably reform the established promotion and selection models. The Army senior leadership needs to ensure that the officers chosen to sit on selection boards, as well as the precepts given to boards, contribute to promoting and selecting Army leaders who are most capable of implementing mission command.

As the Army prepares to release the newest versions of the officer evaluation report (OER) in April 2014, consideration should be given to including the application of mission command as a specific criterion for promotion, command, and even retention on active duty. Specifically, the OER should have a portion of the document dedicated exclusively to mission command. The proposed mission command portion would evaluate the rated officer against the six guiding principles of mission command: build
cohesive teams through mutual trust, create shared understanding, provide clear intent/guidance, exercise disciplined initiative, use mission orders, accept prudent risk. The guiding principle addressing commander’s intent is modified to allow for a more universal application to all officers and not just commanders.

Instead of a binary “yes or no” evaluation, the rater will evaluate the rated officer on a 1 to 5 scale for each of the six guiding principles, with 1 being poor and 5 being superior. The intent is to force the rater to actually consider the officer’s performance against those very important guiding principles and assign the appropriate numerical value. A system using a 1 to 5 scale should encourage raters to use the full range of scoring options, as appropriate for the particular rated officer. In addition, a rating of either a 1 or 5 would require a mandatory entry in the rater comments on the reverse side of the OER, amplifying either the really exemplary or poor mission command performances. If implemented, Army promotion, selection, and retention boards would have additional useable data to inform their selection processes.75

The current performance evaluation system is very much dependent upon an officer’s relationship with his or her rating chain. The incentive is to optimize that relationship, potentially at the expense of other competing leadership demands. While a good senior leader to subordinate relationship is important, seniors and subordinates must both balance the competing requirements of leadership. Conflicts sometimes emerge between what an officer must do to protect his or her career, and what he or she must do to provide for his or her unit.76 Accordingly, the Army should consider including both peer and subordinate input as supplementary data provided to both the rater and senior rater. This is not a new concept, as various groups have recommended
its inclusion several times in recent history, including the 1970 Study on Military Professionalism.\textsuperscript{77} The purpose of providing this data is for the rating chain to obtain a more accurate and complete evaluation of the rated officer, as “only the led know for certain the leader’s moral courage, consideration for others, and commitment to unit above self.”\textsuperscript{78} If implemented, the Army could include: both specific information about the officer, as well as broader command/leader climate data.

The aforementioned rewards (medals or ASI) and OER system adjustments are not likely to have as much impact on colonels and general officers--strategic leaders. Building on the concept of providing subordinate and peer data to the rating chain, the Army should provide similar subordinate input to promotion and selection boards, specifically for these strategic level officers. At the strategic level, the OER itself is of lesser importance. An officer’s reputation among other strategic leaders is, arguably, the most important determining factor for advancement. General Dempsey argues that, over the last ten years, the military has valued and rewarded competence over character.\textsuperscript{79} Character, which is related to trust, is an important component of one’s reputation, and it is also an essential component of mission command. Therefore, providing subordinate and peer input to promotion and selection boards at the strategic leader level will assist the board members in selecting those officers who demonstrate both the appropriate competence and character. Those with strong character are also likely to be the better practitioners of mission command.

Reinforcement and Selected Implication

Embedding mechanisms require reinforcement to be effective over time. For example, Schein posits that organizational systems and procedures serve as reinforcing mechanisms. The aforementioned changes to the OER system require a change in
Army policy. The associated policy changes, along with the systems that are developed to implement and monitor the changes, formalize the process of “how leaders select and promote”--the embedding mechanism. General Odierno’s statement in the AMCS, emphasizing the need for a cultural change, may also serve as a reinforcing mechanism. Embedding mechanisms that are not reinforced over time may result in inconsistencies in the desired culture.\textsuperscript{80} However, because this paper focuses primarily on a senior leader’s direct behavior, the emphasis has been on embedding mechanisms.

In addition to implementing the Army’s desired cultural inculcation of mission command, these recommended changes would also assist in strategically shaping the force over the coming years. Evaluation reports are as important for the behavior they promote or discourage, as they are for performance they evaluate and potential they identify in our officers.\textsuperscript{81} As a case in point, the Army could apply these measures to rid the institution of toxic leaders. By definition, toxic leaders are those who demonstrate values that are inconsistent with mission command. Removing toxic leaders from service would demonstrate a strong Army commitment to change. Additionally, promoting positive leaders, who embrace mission command, would send an equally strong message. The attrition of negative and toxic leaders, combined with the advancement of those leaders who are committed to mission command, further increases the chances of a successful cultural change.

This is not to suggest that the Army is not acting on some of the aforementioned recommendations. In fact, there are senior leaders who are actively working to establish a mission command culture across the Army. To establish mission command as the
culture of the Army will require a more overt and deliberate effort, as indicated by Schein and other organizational scholars. The Army’s mission command doctrine is sound, but it must be embedded and reinforced with action. As Kotter suggests, telling an organization one thing and then behaving differently is a great way to undermine change efforts.\textsuperscript{82}

Conclusion

The Army is at a critical juncture with its implementation of mission command. The environment in which Army leaders at all levels will operate is going to be volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous. The Army has a young cohort of leaders that are relatively comfortable operating in this type of environment. They are comfortable exercising initiative, accepting great responsibility, and they expect that their superiors will provide them the freedom to implement their ideas. The Army’s more senior leaders joined the Army and served a significant portion of their respective careers in an institution where, in the aggregate, control and order were valued over initiative and risk tolerance. A return to the risk averse environment of the early 1990s could be devastating to the younger generation of leaders and, by extension, to the future of the Army. This dynamic demands that senior leaders be committed to a culture of mission command. While there are no quick fixes or assurances of success, an overt, immediate, and aggressive adoption of Schein’s embedding mechanisms would significantly increase the chances of creating a culture of mission command across the United States Army.
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